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Introduction

Background sources of interest:

 The SND is a non-magnetic detector deployed at the VEPP-2000 e+e− collider (BINP, Novosibirsk) for hadronic
cross-section measurements in the center of mass energy range below 2 GeV.;
 The important part of the detector is a hodoscopic electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) with three layers
of NaI(Tl) counters;
 EMC spectrometric channel was upgraded in 2018;
 Now EMC signal shaping and digitizing electronics based on FADC allow us to obtain the signal arrival time
as well as the energy deposition.
 First attempts were made to apply EMC time channel for suppression of machine background and cosmic events.

 Cosmic background:

1 – Beam pipe
2 – Tracking system
3 – Cherenkov counter
4 – Electromagnetic calorimeter
crystals (NaI (Tl)) (EMC)
5 – Phototriods
6 – Iron muon absorber
7-9 – Muon detector
10 – Focusing solenoids




Primary beam collision
Cosmic background

Evenly distributed in time;
Triggers the SND muon veto, that is not 100% efficient:
 Can’t detect all cosmic events;
 Can be triggered by normal events with highly energetic particles.

 Beam-induced (machine) background:
 Can appear at the same time range as physical events
 Close to phases at ~ n∙81 ns;
 Sources:
 The beam particles interacting with residual gas in the beam pipe;
 Beam-beam single bremsstrahlung;
 Internal beam scattering (Touschek effect);
 Can lead to reconstructed “extra” photons and other effects.
Beam-induced background

Results

After applying the procedure:
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 EMC spectrometric channel since 2018:

F12

U (t )= A⋅F (t−τ )+ P

A
tcalib + τ
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F12 modules provide stable signal pulse shaping;
Z24 modules with 6 FLASH ADCs (FADCs) each:
 FADC: 4 channels, 12 bit, 40 MBPS;
 Produce the digitized pulse shapes which are read out
after the arrival of a first-level trigger (FLT) signal;
 The FLT signal is:
 Synchronized with a beam revolution frequency f = 12.3 MHz;
 Time between collisions ≈ 81 ns;
 Formed using information about total energy deposition (from F12 modules);



 EMC signal pulse processing:

The EMC signal shape is calibrated for each channel by a dedicated procedure:
 Using e+e-→e+e- events;
 Performed regularly, on large data sets;
 Result: a peak position ( t
) and a signal shape ( F(t) );
calib
 Each EMC signal ( described as U(t) ) is processed ( fitted with F(t) ) to retrieve:
 A - signal amplitude;
 P - signal pedestal;
 τ - signal arrival time with respect to channel t
obtained on e+e-→e+e- events during calibration.
calib


Procedure steps for each event with EMC hits:
1) An event phase is determined :
● As a phase with the highest total energy deposition;
e+e- → γγ, nγ ≥ 2
● Using only successfully processed strong EMC signals;
e+e- → γγ, nγ = 2
2) Hits with |time – event phase| > 1.5 · phase are removed:
● Unsuccessfully fitted hits and hits from channels with
e +e - → e +e - , n γ = 2
bad time measurements stay intact;
+ 0 0
e
e
→
π
π γ, , nγ ≥ 5
● Majority of such hits have energy less than 10 MeV;
3) The remaining EMC hits are passed to reconstruction.
e+e- → π0 π0 γ, nγ = 5
 The procedure was tested on data events from 2020 run,
the results are presented in the table (beam energies: 950 - 970 MeV).


How EMC time measurement works:

NaI

Event type
Number of events
(nγ – number of photons)
(N)
N↓ - 0 .1 %
N↑+ 0.2 %

Ratio of N
N(nγ≥2) / N(nγ=2) ↓ - 0.3 %

Number of
«extra»
photons
- 5.6 %
-

N↑+ 0.2 %

-

N↓ - 2.6 %

- 3.9 %

N↓ -1.9 %

N(nγ ≥5) / N(nγ =5)↓ - 0.7 %

-

 Suppression of the cosmic background in e+ e - → n n̄ analysis [1-2]:

Cosmic trigger rate ~ 150 Hz;
After main event selection amounts of cosmic events and the signal events are approximately equal;
Different types of events are clearly seen on z24-time spectra:
1) Cosmic events (evenly distributed);
2) The residual beam background events (have a peak at zero ns);
3) Antineutron signals are delayed with respect to typical e+e- annihilation events in EMC:
 Give a wide peak at ~10 ns.
 The time spectrum of selected events is used to extract number of the signal events.




Ebeam = 950 MeV

Ebeam = 945 MeV

∗Author of the analysis: Sergey Serednyakov.
Preliminary results

Points with errors - time distributions of the selected
data events in 2019 run (mean event time);
● Histograms – number of signal events extraction fit;
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